Abstract. A Cayley graph on a finite group can be viewed as a dynamical system on the group, with a given specified generating set. Such graphs have been used as models for complexity analyses of randomized group computations, and contribute to the problem of analyzing the complexity of graph isomorphism. The diameters of Cayley graphs give a measure of the 'mixing time needed for randomly traversing or sampling from the group, and a long-standing conjecture of Babai specifies how large the diameter may be in terms of the group order (especially for simple groups). Results on growth in groups, independently by BreuillardGreenTao and PyberSzabo yield proof of Babais conjecture for bounded rank Lie type groups, and the best result for finite alternating and symmetric groups come very recently from HelfgottSeress. I will discuss these results and how they yield the best current results towards proof of other conjectures on non-regular group actions. If there is time Ill also discuss an approach to describing the structure of edge-transitive Cayley graphs the role played by simple groups, and how much additional symmetry is possible.
